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Frictional Coulomb drag in strong magnetic fields
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A treatment of frictional Coulomb drag between two two-dimensional electron layers in a strong perpen-
dicular magnetic field, within the independent electron picture, is presented. Assuming fully resolved Landau
levels, the linear response theory expression for the transresistivityr21 is evaluated using diagrammatic tech-
niques. The transresistivity is given by an integral over energy and momentum transfer weighted by the product
of the screened interlayer interaction and the phase space for scattering events. We demonstrate, by a numerical
analysis of the transresistivity, that for well-resolved Landau levels the interplay between these two factors
leads to characteristic features in both the magnetic field and the temperature dependence ofr21. Numerical
results are compared with recent experiments.@S0163-1829~97!02640-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

When two two-dimensional charged systems are place
close proximity, transport in one layer will drive the adjace
layer out of equilibrium. Even if the barrier separating t
two layers is high and wide enough to prevent tunneli
interlayer interactions can still be sufficiently strong tha
current drawn in one layer candrag along a current in the
other layer. This phenomenon was theoretically proposed
Pogrebinskii1 and by Price,2 and has become known asfric-
tional drag. In most frictional drag experiments a currentJ1
is drawn in one layer; the second layer is an open circuit
no current is allowed to flow. To oppose the dragging for
an electric fieldE2 develops in the second layer. The ratio
E2 andJ1 is called thetransresistivityr21 @see Eq.~1! below#
and is a measure of a rate of momentum transfer from
first to the second layer.

Experimental realizations of frictional drag between tw
dimensional systems were first reported by Gramilaet al. for
two electron layers,3 and by Sivanet al. for electron-hole
systems.4 These experiments inspired a large number of t
oretical works, and the experiments~which were all done in
zero magnetic field! are by now fairly well understood.5–12

Recently, attention has turned towards frictional drag
the presence of a magnetic field—the topic of the pres
paper. Experiments of drag in a magnetic field have b
reported by Hill et al.,13 Rubel et al.,14 Feng et al.,15 and
Eisensteinet al.16

Frictional drag is of fundamental interest because it c
serve as a sensitive probe of two important aspects of tr
port in mesoscopic systems, namely, the screened interl
interaction and the form of the irreducible polarization fun
tion x(q,v), which is central to many theoretical conside
ations. In the presence of a magnetic field, in particular,
screening of the interaction and the polarization function
assume different forms depending on the number of fil
560163-1829/97/56~16!/10314~12!/$10.00
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Landau levels and the degree of disorder.
Over the past two decades different and often surpris

aspects of the physics of two-dimensional electron ga
~2DEG’s! in magnetic fields have continued to emerge.17 Not
only single-layer systems show intriguing physics; doub
layer quantum Hall systems also exhibit a number of int
esting aspects,18 and frictional drag is expected to do th
same.

In this paper we present a treatment of frictional Coulom
drag in strong magnetic fields where the Landau levels
fully resolved, i.e., where the cyclotron frequenc
vc5eB/m* is much larger than the inverse lifetime of th
orbits. Some numerical aspects of our work have been
sented in a previous publication;19 here we give the full de-
tails of the analytic background underlying these results,
tend them to other parameter values, and compare t
critically with recent experiments.13,14

We work under the assumption that an independent e
tron picture applies. At sufficiently low temperatures and
high magnetic fields this condition will not be satisfied a
additional physics must be included as the following tw
examples reveal.

In disordered systems localization becomes importan
low temperatures. Chalker and Daniell20 found that the dif-
fusion of electrons in the lowest Landau level is anomalo
i.e., the ‘‘diffusion constant’’ scales asD(q,v)
5D0(v/q2)h/2, where h is found numerically to be
h.0.38. Shimshoni and Sondhi pointed out that friction
drag would be a way to experimentally measureh, since the
drag effect in that case would be proportional toT22h at the
lowest temperatures.21 Another example consists of high mo
bility systems in high magnetic fields, where intralay
electron-electron interactions are important at low tempe
tures. At filling factorn51/2 the 2DEG’s can be discusse
in terms of composite fermions. The polarization functi
x(q,v) assumes a unique form which was first derived
10 314 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 10 315FRICTIONAL COULOMB DRAG IN STRONG MAGNETIC FIELDS
Halperin, Lee, and Read.22 Three recent papers23 have con-
sidered frictional drag in this regime and shown that
transresistivity should be proportional toT4/3 as the tempera
ture T approaches zero.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we defi
the model of the system and establish the theoretical fra
work. The transresistivity is, in general, given in terms
three-body correlation functions which are considered
Sec. III. In Sec. IV we examine in which limits the thre
body correlation functions are proportional to the imagina
part of the polarization function. This relation has been t
itly assumed by most other authors. We discuss the re
and the relation to similar results in zero magnetic field a
a brief discussion of Hall drag is provided. Numerical eva
ations are presented in Sec. V; we focus on the depend
of the transresistivity upon magnetic field strength and te
perature. Section VI summarizes the conclusions.

II. FORMALISM

We consider a system of two two-dimensional electr
gases separated by a distanced. A uniform, constant mag-
netic fieldB5Bẑ is applied perpendicular to the two laye
which define thexy plane. The two layers have electro
densities ofn1 andn2 , respectively. When a current densi
J1 is drawn in layer 1, the interlayer interactions will induc
an electric fieldE2 in layer 2, which is an open circuit~i.e.,
no current is allowed to flow in layer 2!. The induced electric
field can be measured by a voltage probe, and thetransre-
sistivity tensor is defined according to

E25rJ21J1 . ~1!

The transresistivity is what is measured experimentally
hence the object to determine. However, linear respo
theory, on which our theoretical approach is based, yields
transconductivitysJ21, defined by an experiment where th
first layer is biased with an electric field and the induc
current density is measured in the second layer:J25sJ21E1 .
The transresistivity can be obtained from the transconduc
ity by

sJ215@2sJ11sJ21
21sJ221sJ12#

21.2rJ22sJ21rJ11, ~2!

where the approximate equality is valid because we ass
the magnitude of the individual layer conductivities, (rJ11)

21

and (rJ22)
21, to be much larger than the transconductivity

To calculate the transconductivity we follow the gene
framework developed independently by Kamenev a
Oreg,24 and by Flensberg, Hu, Jauho, and Kinaret.25 The
transconductivity is calculated using the Kubo formula
linear response,26 i.e., it is expressed as a current-curre
correlation function

s21
ag~k,V!5

ie2

\V
P21

ag,r~k,V!, ~3!

whereP21
ag,r(k,V) is the Fourier transform of the retarde

current-current correlation function

P21
ag,r~x2x8,t2t8!52 iu~ t2t8!^@ j 2

a~x,t !, j 1
g~x8,t8!#&.

~4!
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Here j1 and j2 are ~kinematic! particle current operators in
the two different layers~denoted by the subscripts 1 and 2!,
and a and g are Cartesian coordinates of the two-by-tw
transconductivity tensor.̂ & is a statistical average an
@•••,•••# is a commutator. The position vectorsx and x8
reside in the two-dimensional planes of the 2DEG’s. In t
paper, we assume like charges in the two layers; the sig
s21 is reversed for unlike charges.

To lowest order in the screened interlayer interaction,
transconductivity can be expressed as24,25

s21
ag5

e2

2\3A (
q
E dv

2p U V21~q!

E~q,v!
U2S 2

]nB~v!

]v D
3D2

a~q,q,v1 ih,v2 ih!

3D1
g~2q,2q,2v2 ih,2v1 ih!, ~5!

whereh is a positive infinitesimal,A is a normalization area
V21(q) is the interlayer Coulomb interaction,E(q,v) is the
screening function, andnB is the Bose-Einstein distribution
function. Notice that the transconductivity tensor is a dya
product of the two three-body correlation functionsD2 and
D1 , which are defined by

D i
a~x,t;x8,t8;x9,t9!52^Tt$ j i

a~x,t!r i~x8,t8!r i~x9,t9!%&,
~6!

and will be referred to as thetriangle functions. The follow-
ing convention for the Fourier transform has been adopte

D i
a~x,t;x8,t8;x9,t9!5

1

A2 (
q1,q2

1

~\b!2

3 (
iv1 ,iv2

eiq1•~x2x9!1 iq2•~x82x9!

3e2 iv1~t2t9!2 iv2~t82t9!

3D i
a~q11q2 ,q2 ,iv11 iv2 ,iv2!.

~7!

This Fourier transform convention relies on the translatio
invariance of the triangle function which applies when w
consider infinite systems; extra caution should be exerc
when considering systems of finite extent.

III. THE TRIANGLE FUNCTION

After the expansion in the interlayer interaction the cor
lation functionsD1 and D2 only depend on the individua
layers and contain all microscopic details of these. To p
ceed we must choose a model for the individual layers.

The noninteracting electron model is a good approxim
tion for the experimental systems studied so far3,4,13,14 as
long as the magnetic field is not too strong and the temp
ture not too low~see Introduction!. Hence, we shall treat the
individual layers as noninteracting electrons scatter
against random impurities. Within this model it has be
shown that for short-range impurity potentials,24,25 the tri-
angle function is proportional to the imaginary part of t
polarization function,
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D@6q,6q,6~v1 ih!,6~v2 ih!#5
2t\2

m*
qImx~q,v!,

~8!

in absence of a magnetic field.~The same form is recovere
if electron-electron scattering keeps the distribution funct
as a shifted Fermi Dirac.9! Herem* is the effective electron
mass and the transport scattering timet is assumed to be
energy independent. In the following two sections it will b
shown that we can obtain a similar relation in the limit
vct@1 for short-ranged scattering potentials.

The short-ranged impurity model, while convenient f
calculations, is somewhat of an oversimplification of realis
samples. In modulation doped GaAs the impurities are s
ated outside the wells and consequently the impurity po
tial has long-ranged components. However, theoretical m
els with short-ranged impurities often capture most of
important physics and give qualitatively correct results,27 and
we expect this to be the case for drag in a magnetic field

Up to this point an ensemble average over impurity c
figurations has been implicitly understood. When the trian
function is expressed in terms of Green functions, the im
rity averaging is accounted for by dressing the Green fu
tions by self-energies and including vertex functions wh
they connect. A careful account of impurities is necessar
the presence of a magnetic field because of the high Lan
level degeneracy; leaving out impurities would lead to u
physical divergences.

The free Hamiltonian is

H5
1

2m* ~p1eA!2, ~9!

with B5¹3A. We choose to work in the Landau gaug
A5(0,Bx,0), so that each eigenstate is characterized by
quantum numbers:uN&5un,k&. For infinite systems, the
eigenenergies only depend on the Landau level indexn:
«n5(n11/2)\vc .

In terms of creation and annihilation operators, the d
sity operator is

r~x8,t!5
1

A (
q,N,M

eiq•x8^Nueiq•ruM &cN
† ~t!cM~t! ~10!

and the operator for the current is given by

j ~t!5
l vc

A (
N

@w1An11cN11
† ~t!cN~t!

1w2AncN21
† ~t!cN~t!#, ~11!

where we have defined the two vectors,w15 i x̂1 ŷ and
w25w1* 52 i x̂1 ŷ with x̂ and ŷ being unit vectors defining
the planes of the electron layers. When the density and
rent operators are inserted in the expression for the tria
function, we get terms involving the statistical average
products of three creation and three annihilation operat
The Hamiltonian for impurity scattering is quadratic in cr
ation and annihilation operators, which means that we
use Wick’s theorem to write the product of creation and
nihilation operators in terms of products of three Green fu
n
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tions. Inserting~10! and~11! in Eq. ~6! we get two connected
diagrams. One of these is given by~see Fig. 1!

21

A3 (
N,N8,M ,q

eiq•~x82x9!G~q,N,M ,t2t8,t82t9!G~N,t2t8!

3ga~Q50,N8,N,t92t,t2t8!G~N8,t92t!

3G~2q,M ,N8,t82t9,t92t!G~M ,t82t9!, ~12!

where a current vertexg and charge verticesG have been
included to take account of impurity scattering; in the othe
diagram the direction of the arrows is reversed. The scatte
ing of electrons against impurities is evaluated in the sel
consistent Born approximation. The self-energy diagram
shown in Fig. 2~a!. In the limit of vct@1 Ando and
Uemura28 have shown that the self-energy is given by

FIG. 1. One of the two diagrams contributing to the triangle
function given by Eq.~6!. The Green functions~solid lines! are
indexed by quantum numbers characterizing the Landau levels
the Landau gauge. The propagators are ‘‘dressed’’ by interactio
with impurities @as shown in Fig. 2~a!#; consistent with the Ward
identity charge-vertex functionsG and current vertex functionsgW
are included. Note this diagram excludes some negligible contrib
tions @see Fig. 4~a!, Ref. 25#. We assume short-range scatterers
which implies thatgW can be neglected and henceL5N61.

FIG. 2. The impurity scattering is accounted for by the self
consistent Born approximation illustrated in~a!. Thin lines are bare
Green functions and thick lines are dressed Green functions. T
dashed lines symbolizes interactions with impurities~crosses!. Con-
sistent with the self-consistent Born approximation, the charg
vertex function should be taken as a ladder sum shown in~b!.
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\S r ,a~n,e!5
\e2«n

2
2

G0

2
AS \e2«n

G0
D 2

21, ~13!

whereG0
25(2/p)\vc(\/t), t being the transport scatterin

time at zero magnetic field. The imaginary part of Eq.~13! is
taken as negative~positive! for the retarded~advanced! func-
tion. The width of the Landau level, 2G0 , is independent of
the Landau level index if the range of the scattering poten
is smaller than the magnetic length. The choice of s
rt
al
f-

energy diagram implies, by a Ward identity, a specific cho
of vertex functions. Born approximation for the self-ener
implies that we must sum ladder diagrams for the ver
functions. In the limit of short-range scattering potential t
contribution from the ladder sum to the current vertex fun
tion can be neglected,28 i.e.,g can be approximated by a bar
current vertex and henceN85N61 in Eq. ~12!. For the
charge vertex, on the other hand, the ladder sum is import
Figure 2~b! shows the diagrams corresponding to the follo
ing integral equation forG:
rge
G~q,n,m,i e1 ,i e2!5 f n,m~q!1
r imp

\2 (
a,b

E dk

~2p!2 U2~k! f b,m~k! f n,a~2k!

3G~a,i e1!G~b,i e2!ei l 2~kxqy2kyqx!G~q,a,b,i e1 ,i e2!, ~14!

wherer imp is the density of impurities,U(k) is the impurity potential, andG is a Matsubara Green function. The bare cha
vertex is given by

f n,m~q!55 e2~ l q/2!2Am!

n!
2m2n@2l ~ iqx1qy!#n2mLm

n2m
„~ l q!2/2…, m<n

e2~ l q/2!2An!

m!
2n2m@2l ~ iqx2qy!#m2nLn

m2n
„~ l q!2/2…, n<m,

~15!
n

whereLn
m are the Laguerre polynomials andl 5A\/eB is

the magnetic length.
In terms of dressed Matsubara Green functions and ve

functions, the expression for the triangle function is

D~q,q,iV1 iv,iv!

5
2vc

2pl \b (
n,m,iv1

An~w1F11w2F2!, ~16!

where

F15G~q,n21,m,iv1 ,iv11 iv!

3G~2q,m,n,iv11 iv,iv12 iV!

3G~n,iv12 iV!G~m,iv11 iv!G~n21,iv1!

1G~q,m,n,iv12 iv,iv1!

3G~2q,n21,m,iv11 iV,iv12 iv!

3G~n,iv1!G~m,iv12 iv!G~n21,iv11 iV! ~17!

and
ex

F25G~q,n,m,iv1 ,iv11 iv!

3G~2q,m,n21,iv11 iv,iv12 iV!

3G~n,iv1!G~m,iv11 iv!G~n21,iv12 iV!

1G~q,m,n21,iv12 iv,iv1!

3G~2q,n,m,iv11 iV,iv12 iv!

3G~n,iv11 iV!G~m,iv12 iv!G~n21,iv1!.

~18!

The summation over Matsubara frequenciesiv1 can be car-
ried out as a contour integration. The functio
D(q,q,v1 ih,v2 ih) is then obtained by setting
iV1 iv→V1v1 ih, iV→V1 ih, and iv→v2 ih.25 In
the static limit,V→0, the result is

D~q,q,v1 ih,v2 ih!5
\vc

2pl (
n,m

AnE de

2p i
nF~e!

3$w1@P~q,n,m,e,e1v!

1P~2q,n,m,e,e2v!#

2w2@P* ~q,n,m,e,e1v!

1P* ~2q,n,m,e,e2v!#%,

~19!

with
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P~q,n,m,e,e1v!

5G12~q,n,m,e,e1v!G22~2q,m,n21,e1v,e!Gr~n,e!Ga~m,e1v!Ga~n21,e!2G22~q,n,m,e,e1v!

3G22~2q,m,n21,e1v,e!Ga~n,e!Ga~m,e1v!Ga~n21,e!1G11~q,n,m,e2v,e!

3G12~2q,m,n21,e,e2v!Gr~n,e2v!Gr~m,e!Ga~n21,e2v!2G12~q,n,m,e2v,e!

3G22~2q,m,n21,e,e2v!Gr~n,e2v!Ga~m,e!Ga~n21,e2v!1G11~q,n,m,e,e1v!

3G11~2q,m,n21,e1v,e!Gr~n,e!Gr~m,e1v!Gr~n21,e!2G11~q,n,m,e,e1v!

3G12~2q,m,n21,e1v,e!Gr~n,e!Gr~m,e1v!Ga~n21,e!. ~20!
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The plus and minus signs attached to the vertex functi
indicate the signs of the imaginary infinitesimals that sho
be added to the frequency arguments. From Eq.~19! it can be
realized thatD is a vector with purely real component
Other general properties ofD are given in Appendix A.

IV. TRIANGLES TO BUBBLES

We now show that in the limit of short-range scatteri
potentials and forvct@1, we can express the triangle fun
tion in termsq and the imaginary part of the proper pola
ization function. The proper polarization function is obtain
by analytical continuation of the density-density correlati
function shown in Fig. 3. From the structure it is seen, tha
involves two Green functionsG, one bare vertexf , and one
vertex function G; symbolically x; f GGG. The triangle
function, on the other hand, involves products of a curr
vertex, three Green functions and two charge-vertex fu
tions; symbolicallyD;gW GGGGG. To reduce the triangle
function to the polarization function we must therefore
duce three Green functions to two, and two vertex functio
to one vertex function and a bare vertex. Furthermore,
must transformgW into a factor ofq if we want an expression
similar to Eq.~8!. Symbolically the task is to do the simpl
fication:gW GGGGG→q f GGG, which we shall now proceed
to carry out.

The key to the problem is to notice that in the express
~20! two of the Green functions and both the vertex functio
in the productGGGGG have neighboring Landau level in
dices,n and n21. The retarded and advanced Green fu
tions are given byGr ,a(n,e)5@e2 (1/\) «n2S r ,a(n,e)#21.
Using the identity 1/AB5(1/A21/B)/(B2A), we get

FIG. 3. The density-density correlation function. Solid lines a
dressed Green functions and the shaded area is the charge-v
function. The proper polarization function is obtained by doing a
lytical continuation,iv→v1 ih. The explicit expression is given
in Eq. ~26!.
s
d

it

t
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e
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Gr~n,e!Ga~n21,e!5
Gr~n,e!2Ga~n21,e!

vc1S r~n,e!2Sa~n21,e!
.

~21!

In the limit vct@1 the self-energies can be neglected co
pared to the cyclotron frequency, and we can approxima

Gr~n,e!Ga~n21,e!.
Gr~n,e!2Ga~n21,e!

vc
. ~22!

We have thus reduced products of three Green function
products of two Green functions.

To reduce the product of two vertex functions to one v
tex function and one bare vertex is more involved and the
fore deferred to Appendix B where it is shown that we c
do the approximation in a leading order of (vct)21,

G12~q,n,m,e,e1v!G22~2q,m,n21,e1v,e!

3Gr~n,e!Ga~m,e1v!Ga~n21,e!

.
1

vc
G12~q,n,m,e,e1v! f m,n21~2q!

3Gr~n,e!Ga~m,e1v!2
1

vc
f n,m~q!

3G22~2q,m,n21,e1v,e!

3Ga~m,e1v!Ga~n21,e!. ~23!

Notice that the full vertex function with same Landau indic
as the Green functions is retained, and that the signs of
infinitesimals in the vertex function naturally follow th
signs of the infinitesimal on the Green functions that it
multiplying. In the above expression there seems to b
mismatch between the Landau level indices of the Gr
functions and the Landau level indices of the bare verti
f n,m multiplying them. Matching indices are recovered b
the identity

An11 f n11,m~q!2Am fn,m21~q!5
2l ~ iqx1qy!

&
f n,m~q!,

~24!

which also introducesq into the expression. The square ro
factors in Eq.~24! come from the bare current vertices@see
Eq. ~11!#. With these approximations it is a matter of simp
manipulations to reach the following relation:

rtex
-
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D@6q,6q,6~v1 ih!,6~v2 ih!#

57
2\2

eB2 q3BImx~q,v!, ~25!

which is valid for vct@1. Note that for B50,
D(6q,6q,6(v1 ih) have the same sign. Here the~irre-
ducible! polarization function is

x~q,v!5
1

\pl 2 (
n,m

E de

2p i
nF~e!@Gr~m,e1v! f n,m~q!

3$Ga~n,e!G12~2q,m,n,e1v,e!

2Gr~n,e!G11~2q,m,n,e1v,e!%

1Ga~m,e2v! f m,n~q!

3$Ga~n,e!G22~2q,n,m,e,e2v!

2Gr~n,e!G12~2q,n,m,e,e2v!%#. ~26!

To obtain the transresistivity we must know the single-la
resistivitiesrJi i @see Eq.~2!#. For isotropic systems they hav
the generic structure

rJi i 5r0i S ai bi

2bi ai
D , ~27!

with r0i5mi* /(nie
2t i) being the resistivity in zero magneti

field. Combining Eqs.~2!, ~25!, and ~27!, we find that for
b@a the transresistivity tensor is diagonal in Cartesian
ordinates; the diagonal elements given by

r21
xx5F b1b2

~vct!1~vct!2
G ~2\2!

4e2n1n2kBT

3
1

A (
q

q2E dv

2p UV21~q!

E~q,v!
U2

3
Imx1~q,v!Imx2~q,v!

sinh2~\v/2kBT!
. ~28!

A semiclassical treatment ofrJi i yields bi5(vct) i , so that
the term in the square bracket above is unity. We assume
to be the case in our numerical evaluations. As the quan
Hall regime is approached,bi /(vct) i starts deviating from
1; however, this deviation does not change the main feat
of the numerical results presented in Sec. V.

A. A conjecture: Generalization to arbitrary B field

In the previous subsection it was shown that when
individual layers are treated as noninteracting electrons s
tering against short-range impurities, the triangle function
related to the imaginary part of the polarization function
the limit of vct@1. Work has also been done in the sm
magnetic field limitvct!1.24,29 We now discuss a conjec
ture for the generalization of the expression forD for arbi-
trary magnetic field strengths which extrapolates between
weak and strong field limits.

For zero magnetic field the triangle function is propo
tional to the imaginary part of the polarization function wh
the impurity scattering time is independent of energy@see
r

-

is
m

es

e
t-

s

l

e

Eq. ~8!#.25 One case of an energy independent transport t
is when the range of the impurity potential is short compa
to the Fermi wavelength. Likewise, for high magnetic fiel
we found that a prerequisite for a simple relation betweenD
and Imx is short-ranged scatterers. The task in this sectio
to bridge the gap between zero and high magnetic field
order to do this we first observe that only two vectors can
constructed in thexy plane, namely,q and q3B. The tri-
angle function is therefore of the form

D@6q,6q,6~v1 ih!,6~v2 ih!#

5D i~q,v,B!q̂6D'~q,v,B!q̂3B̂, ~29!

where the carets denote unit vectors. Knowledge of the z
and high magnetic field limits, results from a semiclassi
analysis,29 and a perturbational calculation24 suggest the fol-
lowing conjecture for the form of the triangle function, val
for short-range scatterers but for arbitrary magnetic fi
strength:

Di~6q,6q,v6 ih,v7 ih!

5
2t i\

2

mi*
S 1

11a i
2 q7

a i

11a i
2 q3B̂D Imx i~q,v,B!,

~30!

wherea i(B) is a parameter to be determined. The magne
field has been added as an argument of the polarization f
tion to emphasize that it should be evaluated in the prese
of the magnetic field.

Thea i(B) should be chosen so that Eq.~30! is consistent
with known results. One such empirical result is that so
no experiment has ever observed Hall drag.30 If one assumes
that Hall drag is absent~i.e., r21

xy50!, then

a i5
bi

ai
. ~31!

With the above choice one obtains in the low-field Dru
limit a i5(vct) i , which is consistent with semiclassica
low-field results.29 Furthermore, we note it reproduces th
result obtained using the memory-functional formalism
Ref. 7.

We can illustrate the plausibility of a vanishing Hall dra
by a very simple argument. The electrons in layer 2 are
fluenced by two forces which must add up to zero beca
there is no current in layer 2, i.e.,

05F121~2e!~E21^v2&3B!, ~32!

whereF12 is the force from the electrons in layer 1,E2 is the
induced electric field, and̂v2& is the average velocity of the
electrons in layer 2. When no current is allowed to flow
layer 2,^v2&50 and henceE25F12/(2e). Therefore,if F12
is parallel to J1 ~a plausible assumption!, then the measured
electric field E2 is parallel to the driving currentJ1 ; i.e.,
there is no Hall drag, which is consistent with experiments30

It is, however, possible to conceive of situations whe
the above assumption thatF21iJ1 is violated.29 To second
order in the screened interlayer interaction, Hall drag c
occur in cases where the band structure is anisotropic, w
breaks in-plane inversion symmetry and when the intrala
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10 320 56BO” NSAGER, FLENSBERG, HU, AND JAUHO
scattering time is energy dependent, which does not allo
simple description based on the polarization funct
alone.9,29 Furthermore, higher-order correlation effects su
as those found in an electron-hole system with bound pa10

may lead to a finite Hall drag even in the absence of
conditions mentioned above.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The formula for the transresistivity Eq.~28! must be
evaluated numerically. We focus on the dependence on m
netic field strength and temperature. As a model for the
electric function, we adopt the random phase approximati
in which

E~q,v!5@12x~q,v!V11~q!#22@x~q,v!V21~q!#2,
~33!

whereV11(q) is the intralayer andV21(q) is the interlayer
Coulomb interaction~we have assumed thatx15x2[x, i.e.,
identical layers!.

The polarization function enters both directly in Eq.~28!
and indirectly through the dielectric function. The gene
expression forx(q,v) is given in Eq.~26!. To make the
numerical evaluations tractable, it is necessary to make
approximation for the vertex functions, which in general a
given by the integral equation~14!. In Appendix B we show
that when the Landau levels are clearly resolved, we
approximate

G~q,n,m,i e1 iv,i e!

5
f n,m~q!

12~G0/2\!2I~q,n,m!G~n,i e1 iv!G~m,i e!
, ~34!

with I(q,n,m) given by Eq. ~B2!. This approximation is
consistent with the assumptions under which we derived
~28! and makes the numerical evaluation tractable.

In order to avoid unphysical jumps in the chemical pote
tial we must improve the self-consistent Born approximat
~which leads to a vanishing density of states outside the L
dau bands!, and we use a Gaussian density of states deri
by Gerhardts,31

gm,s~e!5
A2/p

2pl 2G0
expF22S e2«m

G0
D 2G , ~35!

wheres denotes spin. The chemical potentialm(B,T) is de-
termined implicitly by requiring the densityn to be given by

n5(
m,s

E
0

`

d«nF~«2m!gm,s~«!. ~36!

This model has a finite range of magnetic fields where
density of extended states at the Fermi energy is suppres
simulating the effect of localized states between the Lan
bands, which are needed to obtain quantum Hall plate
with a finite width. However, the quantitative details of l
calization, such as the critical properties of the met
insulator transition, are not included in this simple model

With these approximations we evaluate the transresisti
given by Eq.~28! as a function of magnetic field and tem
perature. For simplicity we consider two identical electr
a
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layers of densitiesn15n25331015 m22 corresponding to a
Fermi temperature ofTF.120 K. The center-to-center dis
tance,d, is chosen to be 800 Å and the well widths are tak
to be 200 Å. The Landau level width is dependent on
transport scattering time,t, which we determine by choosin
a mobility, et/m* , of 25 m2/Vs. The temperature depen
dence of the scattering rate—which for simplicity is n
glected in what follows—will eventually lead to a violatio
of the requirementvct@1, and would set the upper temper
ture limit of the validity of the numerical evaluations.

A. Magnetic field dependence

We focus on a magnetic field regime where the Land
levels are fully resolved. For simplicity we neglect spin spl
ting. ~Because of spin degeneracy, note that filling facton
equals an odd number corresponds to a half-filled Lan
level, whereas filled Landau levels haven equal to an even
number.! Experimentally there is a large regime where do
bly occupied, clearly distinguishable Landau levels can
observed. For half-filled Landau levels, the density of sta
g is enhanced over theB50 value:g5g0A2vct/p, where
g05m* /p\2. This is due to the large degeneracy of t
Landau levels and implies that there are more available st
close to the Fermi energy for the electrons to scatter in
Consequently a general enhancement of the transresist
should be expected in a magnetic field. Experimentally
transresistivity has been found to increase as the squar
the magnetic field as long as the Landau levels are
resolved.13 When the Landau levels get resolved the pictu
is more complicated. At even filling factors the density
states is suppressed; an excitation gap develops, and
transresistivity should vanish as a result. These two expe
tions are both based on considerations of the density
states, i.e., the phase-space available for the interlayere-e
scattering.

The screening of the double-layer system is strongly
fected by the density of states and thus also strongly dep
dent on the magnetic field. As the density of states at
Fermi level becomes smaller the electron layers lose t
ability to screen and hence the effective interlayer interact
is enhanced.

The resulting transresistivity can qualitatively be und
stood as a product of the available phase-space and th
fective interaction. In Fig. 4 we plotuV21(q)/E(q,v)u2 and
@ Im x(q,v)/sinh(\v/2kBT)#2 as a function of filling factor
together with the product of the two functions for a givenq
andv. The maxima of the product occur at magnetic fiel
for which the filling factor is slightly above or below an eve
integer ~where an integral number of Landau levels a
filled!.

Figure 5 shows the transresistivity as a function of ma
netic field. At odd filling factorsr21 is enhanced~by a factor
of ;100 at n53 depending on the temperature! over the
zero-field value as expected. As the magnetic field
changed from an odd filling factor towards an even, we fi
that the transresistivityincreasesbefore it eventually gets
suppressed when the chemical potential enters the excita
gap. This unusual behavior is explained by the competit
of available phase space and effective interaction.
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When comparing this theory with experiments, one fac
the complication of spin splitting which is present in re
systems. Thus, a double peak in an experimentalr21 ~Refs.
13,14! may be due to two partially overlapping single
peaked structures; this is the interpretation of Ref. 13. Ho
ever, Rubelet al.14 have shown experimentally that there is
regime of magnetic fields (n56 – 15) where the single-laye
longitudinal resistivity shows no spin splitting while the tra
sresistivity has a clear twin-peak structure. On the ot
hand, their data at higher magnetic fields includes spin
solved structures that donot show the predicted double-pea
structure. An improved theory, which includes spin splittin
would clearly be desirable.

B. Temperature dependence

We will discuss two regimes of temperature which sho
interesting behavior and which yield information about t
polarization function and the effective interaction. From ge
eral properties of density-response functions32 it follows that
for q21 larger than the smallest relevant length sca
~5elastic mean free path forB50, and l for sufficiently
largeB! andv smaller than the inverse scattering time, t
polarization function assumes a diffusive form

FIG. 4. The two ingredients ‘‘effective interaction’’ and
‘‘phase-space’’ as a function of filling factor for fixed
(q,v)5(0.2/kF,0.001«F /\) where «F is the Fermi energy. The
temperature is given byT/TF50.01. The dashed curve is the squa
of the effective interaction uV21(q)/E(q,v)u2 in units of
g0

225(p\2/m* )2, the dotted curve is ‘‘the phase space
@ Im P(q,v)/sinh(\v/2kBT)#2 in units of (10g0)2. The solid line is
~80 times! the product of the two.
s
l

-

r
e-

-

e

x~q,v!52g~m!
Dq2

Dq22 iv
, ~37!

whereD is the diffusion constant. For high magnetic fields
the magnetic lengthl 5A\/eB is smaller than typical inter-
layer distancesd ~l 5180 Å for B52 T!. The dominant
contribution to theq integral in @Eq. ~28!# comes from
q<1/d, and thev integral is dominated by contributions
from \v&kBT. Hence, if the thermal energy is smaller than
\/t, the diffusive form ofx prevails and we should therefore
expectr21;T2 ln T as shown by Zheng and MacDonald.7

Numerical evaluations showing theT2 ln T dependence of
r21 were presented in a previous publication.19 The tempera-
ture below which the diffusive behavior prevails is given by
kBTdiff'\/t and is therefore sample specific. For our
choices of parameters, we find numerically that the diffusiv
behavior sets in atT50.4 K. TheT2 ln T is a direct conse-
quence of the diffusive form Eq.~37!, which emerges from
Eq. ~26! by virtue of the use of the self-consistent Born ap-
proximation for the vertex correctionG. As mentioned in the
Introduction, other temperature dependences are conceiva
depending on the filling factor, the temperature regime, an
the mobility of the sample.

FIG. 5. The transresistivity as a function of filling factor for
temperatureT51.2 K and interlayer distanced5800 Å. The den-
sity of the electron gases isn15n25331015 m22 and the mobility
is 25 m2/V s. Spin splitting has been neglected. The transresistivit
shows a twin-peak structure: as the filling factor is changed from a
odd value~where the highest Landau level is half filled! towards an
even value, the transresistivity goes through a maximum before
gets suppressed.~r21 has a maximum of 1.16V at n51.8—out of
the range of the plot.!
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For temperatures higher thanTdiff , the dominant contri-
butions to thev integral come fromv.1/t. In this regime
both the real and imaginary part of the polarization functio
are strongly frequency dependent; consequently, the same
true for the effective interactionV21(q)/E(q,v). Wu et al.33

have studied the collective modes, i.e., zeros of ReE(q,v).
The absolute value ofx(q,v) falls off as a function of fre-
quency on a scale given by the width of the Landau level
G0 /\5A2vc /pt. For half-filled Landau levelsG0 /\ is the
frequency range over which the 2DEG can respond to a
external perturbation. As the polarization decreases withv
the effective interaction gets enhanced, and competition b
tween these two effects leads to a nontrivial temperature d
pendence in the same manner that led to a nontrivial depe
dence on the magnetic field.

In Fig. 6 we show plots ofr21/T2 as a function ofT for
n53 andn55. In contrast to the zero magnetic field case
r21/T2 shows a maximum at a peak temperatureTpeak.

34 The
peak temperature is highest for the highest magnetic fie
~smallestn!. The maximum inr21/T2 can be associated with
excitations of states where the effective interaction is stron
i.e., wherex(q,v) is small. As pointed out above,x(q,v)
falls off over a frequency scale proportional toAB which
explains whyTpeak(n53).Tpeak(n55). This prediction is
in agreement with measurements of Rubelet al.14 If r21/T2

were calculated using the static version of the screenin
function, it would be a monotonically decreasing function o
temperature as shown in Ref. 19.

FIG. 6. The scaled transresistivityr21/T2 as a function of tem-
perature for filling factorsn53 ~solid line! andn55 ~dashed line!.
Other parameters are as in Fig. 5.r21/T2 which in zero magnetic
field is expected to be a constant, shows a maximum as a functi
of T in intermediate magnetic fields. The enhancement arises a
temperature which is related to the width of the Landau levels a
explained in the main text.
is
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n
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,

ld
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g
f

Having looked at the peak temperature for different od
filling factors, we now consider small changes of the filling
factor around a given odd value. Specifically, we examin
n536dn. As the filling factor moves slightly away from an
odd value, the system becomes less susceptible to pertur
tions; the polarization function falls off with frequency ove
a smaller scale. As a consequence, the screening function
a minimum at smaller frequencies which in turn implies tha
one would expect the peak temperature to become smal
In Fig. 7 we plot the transresistivity as a function of tempera
ture for three different filling factors. The inset shows th
peak temperature as a function of filling factor. We find tha
Tpeak indeed has a~broad! maximum aroundn52.8. The
deviation of 0.2 away fromn53 is due to the general trend
that Tpeak increases with magnetic field~cf. previous discus-
sion!.

VI. CONCLUSION

To lowest order in the screened interlayer interaction, th
transconductivity of a pair of coupled two-dimensional elec
tron gases is expressible in terms of three-body correlati
functions,D, called triangle functions, which depend on th
microscopic details of each system. In this paper we ha
shown that for an isotropic system of noninteracting ele
trons scattering against random, short-range impurities, t
triangle function is proportional to the imaginary part of th
polarization function@Eq. ~25!# in the limit vct@1. In this
limit, we find that the transresistivity tensor is diagonal. In

on
t a
s

FIG. 7. The scaled transresistivityr21/T2 as a function ofT for
three filling factors,n52.6 ~dotted line!, n53.0 ~solid line!, and
n53.3 ~dashed line!. Other parameters are as in Fig. 5. The tem
peratureTpeakat whichr21/T2 has a maximum depends onn. Tpeak

as a function ofn is plotted in the inset. There is a maximum aroun
n52.8, i.e., just below an odd filling factor.
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56 10 323FRICTIONAL COULOMB DRAG IN STRONG MAGNETIC FIELDS
cluding band structure effects, sufficiently energy-depend
intralayer scattering time,9,29 or correlations between the lay
ers~in addition to the drag force! may introduce nondiagona
elements to the transresistivity tensor~i.e., Hall component
to the drag!.

By numerical evaluations we have illustrated how the
terplay between the screened interlayere-e interaction and
the phase-space available for scattering leads to nontr
behavior of the transresistivity as a function of both magne
field, where the characteristic is the twin-peak structure,
temperature dependence, wherer21/T2 should have a maxi-
mum at a temperature related to the width of the Land
levels.

The results presented above are based on a relat
simple model for the polarization and screening functio
We argue that this model is applicable as long as an in
pendent electron picture describes the individual layers,
should in that regime give qualitatively correct results wh
the Landau levels are fully resolved. Whereas the spec
models for the polarization and screening functions br
down at higher magnetic fields and/or lower temperatu
the general expression for the transconductivity in terms
the triangle functions remains valid~in the absence of inter
layer correlations! and is open to improvements.
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APPENDIX A: PROPERTIES OF D

Sinces21(v50) must be real,D for each layer must be
purely real.@To show this, assume thatD1 has an imaginary
component atq0 and v0 . Then, for a purely realD2 and
uV12(q,v)u25Cd(q2q0)d(v2v0) s21 is not purely real,
leading to a contradiction.# Furthermore,D for each layer
must be gauge invariant, since all operators which make
D are gauge invariant.

Below, we give four symmetry properties ofD. By defi-
nition, D(x,t;x8,t8;x9,t9)5D(x,t;x9,t8;x8,t9) which im-
mediately implies from Eq.~7!,

D~q,q;v1 ih,v2 ih;B!

[D~2q,2q;2v1 ih,2v2 ih;B!. ~A1!

SinceD is a vector quantity, in an isotropic system it mu
have the form D(q,q;v1 ih,v2 ih)5D i(q,v1 ih,v
2 ih,B)q̂1D'(q,v1 ih,v2 ih,B)(q̂3B̂). From this, one
can glean

D~q,q;v1 ih,v2 ih;B![2D~2q,2q;v1 ih,v2 ih;B!
~A2!

and

D i~q,q;v1 ih,v2 ih;B!5D i~q,q;v1 ih,v2 ih;2B!,
nt

-

ial
ic
d

u

ly
.

e-
d

n
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s,
f

-
i-
s

p

t

D'~q,q;v1 ih,v2 ih;B!52D'~q,q;v1 ih,v2 ih;2B!.
~A3!

Finally, the Onsager relationships21
ab(B)5s12

ba(2B) im-
plies

D~q,q;v1 ih,v2 ih;B!

[D~2q,2q;2v2 ih,2v1 ih;2B!. ~A4!

Using the above four relationships, we know how any inv
sion 6q, 6v, 6h, and6B affectsD.

APPENDIX B: CHARGE-VERTEX FUNCTIONS

We first provide an approximation for the charge-vert
function which will also be useful for the purpose of lat
numerical evaluations. In the self-consistent Born appro
mation which we have adopted for the self-energy, the L
dau level indices are not mixed, i.e., the Green functio
remain diagonal~this is equivalent to saying that the Landa
levels are clearly resolved!. Consistent with this, we can ne
glect coupling between Landau levels in the vertex functio
i.e., in the summation overa and b in Eq. ~14! we set
f b,m(q)5 f b,m(q)db,m and f n,a(2q)5 f n,a(2q)dn,a . For
short-range scatterersU(k) is a constant and can be take
out of the integral. Then

G~q,n,m,i e1 iv,i e!

5 f n,m~q!1~G0/2\!2I~q,n,m!G~n,i e1 iv!

3G~m,i e!G~q,n,m,i e1 iv,i e!, ~B1!

with

I~q,n,m!5~21!n1me2~ l q!2/2Ln
m2n

„~ l q!2/2…

3Lm
n2m

„~ l q!2/2…. ~B2!

The vertex function is a sum of a bare vertex and a c
rection; we write Eq.~B1! as

G66~q,n,m,e1 ,e2!5 f n,m~q!1d66~q,n,m,e1 ,e2!,
~B3!

which definesd66(q,n,m,e1 ,e2). We now show that the
correction,d, is small as compared to the bare vertex unle
n5m. From Eq.~B1! we see that this amounts to showin
that

~G0/2\!2Gr~n,e!Ga~m,e1v!I~q,n,m!!1, nÞm.
~B4!

We have chosen to considerG12(q,n,m,e,e1v) as an~im-
portant! example. Fore;«n5(n11/2)vc and for uvu!vc ,
we can approximate@from Eq. ~21!#

Gr~n,e!Ga~m,e1v!&
2\

G0

1

~n2m!vc
, ~B5!

where we have used thatuG(n,e)u is of the order 2\/G0 at
its maximum. We thus have to verify

G0

2\vc

1

~n2m!
I~q,n,m!!1. ~B6!
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In Fig. 8 we plot the functionI(q,n,m) as a function ofm
for typical q andn, and conclude that the correction to th
bare vertex is only appreciable when the Landau level in
ces of the two incoming Green functions are equal. Wh
n5m in Eq. ~B1!, on the other hand, the correctiond is
crucial for small frequencies,v,1/t. In this regime the cor-
rection to the bare vertex is responsible for the diffus
behavior which leads to a unique temperature dependenc
the transresistivity as we discussed in Sec. V B.

We now proceed to explain why~B4! makes the approxi-
mation in Eq.~23! valid. From the left-hand side of Eq.~23!
we have terms of the form@after using Eq.~22!#,

FIG. 8. The functionI(q,n,m) as a function ofm for n51
~circles! andn53 ~triangles!. In both casesl q50.35.
er

e
r-
i-
n

of

G12~q,n,m,e,e1v!G22~2q,m,n21,e1v,e!

3Gr~n,e!Ga~m,e1v!. ~B7!

Since the correction,d, to the bare vertex is only appreciab
when the Landau level indices,n andm, are equal, we only
have to keep terms from~B7! with at most one correction
There are two terms with exactly one correction:

f n,m~q!d22~2q,m,n21,e1v,e!Gr~n,e!Ga~m,e1v!
~B8!

and

f m,n21~2q!d12~q,n,m,e,e1v!Gr~n,e!Ga~m,e1v!.
~B9!

We now argue that the first of these can be neglected c
pared to the second. The two terms should be summed
n andm @see Eq.~19!#. Hence, we should compare

(
n,m

An11 f n11,m~q!d22~2q,m,n,e1v,e!

3Gr~n11,e!Ga~m,e1v! ~B10!

and

(
n,m

An fm,n21~2q!d12~q,n,m,e,e1v!

3Gr~n,e!Ga~m,e1v!, ~B11!

where we have shifted the sum overn in ~B10! in order to
make the corrections,d, directly comparable in order of mag
nitude. Since the product of Green functions is small wh
the Landau level indices are not equal, it is clear that the fi
term can be neglected when the sum overn andm is carried
out. Hence the term in Eq.~B7! is approximately

G12~q,n,m,e,e1v! f m,n21~2q!Gr~n,e!Ga~m,e1v!.
~B12!

Other terms work out similarly.
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